
Outwit and outlast your opponent(s), by holding onto your hand, and not 
breaking a rule. The twist is…  attacking opponents screws you over, not them.    
Play is similar to other casual games (hand management, elimination, take 
that).  No actual role-play or arguing involved.  

THE ONLY CARD GAME WHERE 
YOUR LEAST WORST OPTION 

IS PROBABLY YOUR BEST!

ORDER NOW
funagaindistribution.com 
distribution@funagain.com 
1 844 448 7646

2-20 min. 
to play

2 - 5 players 
(expandable)

Funded on 
Kickstarter!
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RIGHTWRONGGAME.COM



1.   Take Turns. 
2.   Start each turn by drawing a card  
3.   Play one from your hand and follow  
       the rules on the face. 
4.   Run out of cards, you lose. 
5.   Break a rule, you lose. 
6.   Get caught bluffing, you lose. 
7.   The game ends when all but  
       1 player is eliminated. 
 
      Most cards are self-punishing.   
        Can you survive yourself? 

QUICK TO SETUP 
EASY TO LEARN 
SIMPLE TO PLAY 

It's portable!

ORDER NOW
funagaindistribution.com 
distribution@funagain.com 
1 844 448 7646

 
Great for parties, holidays, bbqs 
shindigs, duels, rainy days, dates 
and your therapist's office.

how to play  video
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Hi, I'm Darylle. 
 
I recently got into table top games.  It really 
helped break me out of my shell.  It's important 
to me that I'm Right You're Wrong was made 
with inclusivity in mind.

The real world is ge�ng awfully divisive.  Games give us a safe 
environment to channel our energy, reflect and prac�ce conflict. 
 
For giggles, we took familiar games involving epic ba�les 
between wizards or  pocket monsters, simplified and twisted 
them around ourselves.  Because words have powerful 
consequences and monsters lurk within us all. 

We make mental health games fun first.

GAMES MAKE 
PEOPLE NICER.

I'm Derek. 
 
The theme of this game was inspired by an 
office argument.  So I'm Right You're Wrong has 
a deeper meaning about conflict and the power 
of words we use.  The best way to deliver this 
message is through fun.
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MSRP: $20 
Cards count:  69 
Card stock: 300gsm 
Unit size:  6.5” x 3” 1.5” 
Unit wgt: 0.49lb

 SKU - IRYWCL                                           

CLASSIC EDITION    
 

Case Count: 6 
Case size:  6.9” x 5.1” x 10.2”  
Case wgt: 3.3lbs 
UPC:  8  60006  02584  7 

Creator's Comments:  Our mission is to create fun-first, 
educational games that promote mental wellness. We believe 
that playing games makes people nicer - geek therapy.

 
Quick to setup                    Easy to learn 
 
Fast to play                            Portable

A GAME THEY'LL 
WANT TO PLAY.
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ORDER NOW
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distribution@funagain.com 
1 844 448 7646

having an argument, needing to be the person to have the last  
word and not all of the cards are just about attack attack attack.   
Lots of the [High Roads] cards are about taking accountability,  
empathize and be responsible.  As a therapist, I think that’s pretty  
cool that that’s in this game." 
 

“The thing that takes this 
game to the next level is 
the theme and how it ties 
in so well 

Lance Goodwin; Marriage & Family Therapist


